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1. DEFINITION OF GOLF TOURISM
Golf tourism belongs to the specific forms of tourism which is as the sport and the game becoming an
essential part of life of a tourist. It represents one of fundamental factors and motives for traveling
on the tourism trip and selection of the tourism destination1.
Golf tourism can be defined as a specific form of tourism where tourists tend to travel outside their
place of residence with a purpose of participating or viewing the game of golf or visiting attractions
related to golf2.
Defining golf tourism as a sports activity is based on the components of golf tourism and tourism golf
which can be defined in a narrow and broad sense. It can be noted that in golf tourism, individuals or
groups of people travel with a primary goal of active or passive participation in golf activities
(competitive, that is, recreational character). It is important to highlight that in that case golf acts as
a primary motive of travel, and element of tourism can strengthen the overall experience of travel.
Golf tourism in a narrow sense represents passive or active participation in competitive part of the
golf events (i.e. playing on the European Championship or watching the Ryder Cup) 3.
Golf tourism in a broad sense is primarily understood as active participation in golf activities, as is the
tourism packet with arranged rounds of golf in a given destination. On the other side, in tourist golf,
the main motive of travel is not golf but some other activity. In this case, active or passive
participation in golf activities is of secondary or totally coincidental meaning. Tourist golf in a broader
sense stands for passive or active participation in golf activities where the same serves as a
secondary activity which enriches the experience of travel. Tourist golf in a narrow sense signifies
coincidental tourist involvement in some sort of contact with golf as a sport (i.e. attending research
conference which covers subject of golf at the destination)4.
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Figure 1: Distinction of golf as sports tourism and golf as tourist sport
Source: Robinson, T., Gammon, S., A: question of primary and secondary motives: revisiting and applying the sport tourism
framework, Journal of Sports & Tourism, Vol. 9 (3), 2004., str. 221 - 223
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ECONOMIC MODEL OF GOLF TOURISM
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Figure 2: Economic model of golf tourism
Source: adjusted by author, Ivan Herak, Economic justification of investment in golf tourism
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2. GOLF TOURISM IN THE WORLD
2.1. Statistical golf data – world
There are around 35,000 golf courses worldwide with approx. 65 million active golfers.
Leading golf tourism countries are North America, Spain and Portugal.
According to the US National Golf Foundation, more than half of the world's golf courses (18,000) are
in the USA. Golfers there spend $24.3 billion on green fees and equipment. A further $26.1 billion is
being spent on golfing travel, hotels, food and drink.
In the USA, approximately 11 million golfers travel within their country to play golf – about 42 % of
the total golfing market (National Golf Foundation, 2003). Around 35 % of these trips include air
travel. The most popular states are Florida, South and North Carolina, California and Arizona.
In Canada, about 14% of adults (3.4 million) play golf while they are away from home, 31 per cent of
them reporting that golf is the main reason they travel (Lang Research, 2007). Florida, California,
Hawaii and Arizona are the most popular international destinations for Canadians.
After North America, the most notable world market is represented by Europe and Mediterranean.
We will go through these in the following articles (3. and 4.).
The Asian market is estimated to contribute 17-18 million golfers to the world total. Japan is the
most mature golfing market in Asia, with a golfing population second only to that of the USA. More
than 13 million Japanese or around 10 % of the population plays golf. There are approx. 2,500 golf
courses in Japan. Strong Asian golf countries are also South Korea, India, Malaysia and increasingly
China.
Followed by the golf markets of Australia and New Zealand with around 2,000 golf courses and 1.5
million golfers.
The traditional golf markets mentioned above can expect increasing competition from the emerging
golf destinations that offer high quality golfing experiences at affordable prices. These include
Mexico, Egypt, Turkey, Dubai, South Africa, Thailand, Malaysia, India and China
In China, number of golfers increases at a rate of 30 % per year. By the end of 2015, there were over
700 newly opened courses across the country, nearly half of them located in the southern
Guangdong Province (responsible for over a third of tourism arrivals to China), and the country’s two
major cities of Shanghai and Beijing (KPMG).
China’s most successful golf resorts include Shenzhen’s Mission Hills, Shanghai’s Sheshan
International, Beijing’s Pine Valley and Kunming’s Spring City. These are comparable to some of the
best golf resorts in the world.
Golfers
There are an estimated 65 million registered golfers worldwide. Between 5 and 10 % of these golfers
travel overseas each year for the main purpose of playing golf, making the international scale of the
golf tourism market between 3.5 and 6.5 million.
Until the recent crisis, the main market for golf travel was composed by these golfers who regularly
play golf. The crisis brought the latter market to stagnation, however, the market is solidly recovering
since 2012. The recovery can mostly be contributed to the “new” occasional golfers. Tour operators
increasingly offer arrangements in which golf represents an add-on feature during holidays. These
arrangements also include learning and/or playing golf during primary travel reasons: business,
congresses and the like.
Nowadays, it is estimated that besides 65 million registered golfers, there are another 30-40 million
unregistered, so called recreational or tourism golfers. Together, they make up a population of
around 100 million golfers, as a large potential market.
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We must not forget on the golfers family members who are not playing golf. They often travel with
one (or more) of their family members – golfers – and thus increase the market for another 20
million, surely.
Figure shows the percentage of golfers by region of the world. Despite the popularity of golf, there is
a great growth potential as only 1 % of the world’s population is currently playing golf. If we compare
this number with the percentages of golfers in the countries where golf is most developed (USA, UK,
Canada, Japan), 10% of the population plays golf, there are large perspectives on its development
and expansion of number of golfers, and with that, golf tourists.
Current main emissive markets of golf tourism are USA, UK, Japan, Canada and Australia. Although
increasing number of golf tourists is coming from Germany, Scandinavia, Taiwan, Malaysia, China and
Thailand.

Percentage of golfers by region of the world
Asia
24%
North America
58%
Europa
12%

Oceania
3%
South America
2%

South Africa
1%

Figure 3: Percentage of golfers by regions in the world
Source: Simon Hudson, Golf tourism, 2009.
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2.2. Most important golf destinations in the world
The 10 most important golf destinations in the world are as follows (according to the IAGTO): Spain,
Portugal, Ireland, Scotland, Turkey, USA, Thailand, France, Morocco, Italy. This applies to destinations
to which golfers arrive out of their countries.
Figure 4: Top 10 golf tourism destinations in the world:

1. Spain

6. USA

2. Portugal

7. Thailand

3. Ireland

8. France

4. Scotland

9. Morocco

5. Turkey

10. Italy

2.3. Perspective for development of golf tourism in the world

AVERAGE GROWTH INDICATOR VALUE

Global golf tourism market is growing. According to the IAGTO's report on the Golf Tourism from
2014, and which was confirmed by many KPMG researches, global sales of golf arrangements is
growing at a rate of over 10% per year since 2011. Also, according to their data, arrangements that
were realized through IAGTO brought approximately € 2.1 billion in 2014.
IAGTO Tour Operators composed an estimation of the most perspective golf destinations in the
world. It is interesting to see Croatia being ranked as the 27th on the list !

Figure 5: Golf Tourism Growth Estimation by Countries (IAGTO 2012)
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3. GOLF TOURISM IN EUROPE
3.1. Total number of golfers and golf courses
According to the European Golf Association (EGA) data, Europe holds around 6,800 golf courses and
4.2 million registered golf players.
However, it is known that many European countries hold a great number of "unregistered" golfers.
Great Britain alone holds 1.5 to 2 times as much unregistered than registered golfers. Similarly, other
European countries that are known as golfing countries are facing the same situation (Germany,
Sweden, France).
Thus, according to the various sources and wide range of data among National Associations, and
especially by research that Professional Golf Association (PGA) ordered from the Sports Marketing
Surveys in 2013, Europe holds around 8 million golfers.
3.2. Profile of EU golfer
We summarized the data from several reputable companies on profiles and statistics of European
and international tourist golfers.
The most of the population fits in the 40-60 years of age category. Usually those are men 50 – 70 %,
ladies 10 – 40 %, juniors 10 – 30%. They travel in smaller groups, most often with their friends, and
then with their family members (golfers and non-golfers).
Golf tourists wants to be accommodated in hotels, apartments or villas with 4-5 * up to the luxurious
category. Preferably they desire accommodation by the golf course, with a maximum transfer of 30minute drive.
The most common arrangements are around 7 days on medium distanced destinations (55%).
However, they also desire going on extended weekend trips few times a year to a closer destinations
(25%). For distant destinations, 20% of the golfers enjoy the duration of over eight days.
During the seven days, golfer wants to play 4-6 rounds on 3-5 different golf courses. The golfer will
usually return to the same destination if 2-3 new courses are being offered each time he/she arrives.
EXPENDITURES
Golfers on average spends between € 150 and € 200 daily, in quality resorts up to € 250. Among the
most common seven-day arrangements, typically all-inclusive, the prices move around € 1,500. For
weekend arrangement they spend around € 300-600. Prices of longer arrangements are around
€2.000-5.000.
FACTORS OF GOLF COURSE SELECTION
Golf tourists care the most about quality of the golf facilities/resorts; not only about the golf course
itself, but also about the training facilities. In the recent years, they are becoming more price
sensitive. They prefer arrangements including the entire offer (flight, accommodation, golf, food).
Their view on special discounts is very sympathetic. Accessibility remains a key factor, so by car, as
well as via direct airline flights. They're looking for a minimum 3-5 courses in the area, and in the case
of more golf courses, they are more likely to return. High quality accommodation is the next factor,
preferably in the middle of a golf destination. It is important that at least one course is next to their
residing location. Then, the important role of climate that enables a pleasant playing almost
throughout the year. In addition, significant factors are also other entertaining contents and tradition
of golf at the destinations.
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3.3. Countries
When speaking about golf tourism in Europe, we differentiate between emissive and receptive golf
countries. The most important emissive counties are Great Britain, Germany, Scandinavia, Austria.
France is also a strong emissive country, however, their golfers tend to travel within France.
The most important receptive destinations are Spain, Portugal, Turkey, France, Scotland, Ireland,
Italy and Cyprus. We make a distinction between summer and winter destinations. Scotland and
Ireland are most common summer destinations. In summer months, Germans, French and
Scandinavians tend to travel within their own countries, usually on several short occasions. Germans
commonly visit Austria.
Winter destinations are for the most part Spain and Portugal (60% of arrivals), followed by France,
Italy, Turkey and Cyprus. Golf arrangements prevail from March to May and again in October and
November. It is not necessary to mention the contribution factor of the extended tourism season in
these destinations !

4. GOLF TOURISM ON THE MEDITERRANEAN
4.1. Substantial rise of the Mediterranean golf destinations
Mediterranean began its rise in France during 1970's (following the State program "Green Plan" 200
golf courses were constructed), then Spain started during 80's (also over 200 golf courses), Portugal
during 90's (around 80), and during last 15 years Tunisia, Turkey, Morocco, Egypt and Cypress (overall
100 golf courses were constructed).
According to the IAGTO, 5 out of 10 destinations are located on the European Mediterranean. This
indicates extreme importance of the region to the global golf tourism.
Costa del Sol and Costa Brava in Spain, with Algarve and Silver Coast in Portugal are the most
developed golf tourism destinations. Both countries have a long history of coastal golf resort
development. Together, they compose over 60% of the overall coastal golf resort offerings in
Mediterranean.
These destinations are mostly visited by tourists from the UK, Scandinavia and German speaking
countries. Top notch product of golf tourism is based on the suitable climate, dozens of golf resorts in
close proximity, simple and fast access via airways and affordable prices. Innovative sales and
marketing strategies also attract golfers and real estate property buyers ("second home buyers").
Italy and France make up one fourth of the coastal golf resorts in the region. However, it seems like
most of the golfers in these resorts are domicile. French also like to travel to French speaking
countries: Morocco and Tunisia.
Turkey, with its impressive Belek cluster (Antalya) represents extremely fast growing golf tourism
destination. Impressively, not so old, it takes up 7% of the Mediterranean coastal golf destination
supply.
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Figure 6: Leading Mediterranean golf destinations

4.2. Golf supply on the Mediterranean
According to the official data of the European Golf Association (EGA) and International Golf
Federation (IGF), all Mediterranean countries hold around 1,500 golf resorts with approx. 1,700 golf
courses. In the last 25 years, the number of golf courses has tripled! Nearly 1 million domicile golfers
plays golf in Mediterranean countries.
These numbers are positioning Mediterranean to the very top destinations in the world. For
example, comparing it to the America's number 1 destination – Florida – it exceeds its 1,250 golf
courses.
Out of these 1,500 resorts, 450 (30%) are located within 20 km from the coast. Around 210 of coastal
resorts holds one or more golf courses with hotels and accommodating units (villas, houses,
apartments).
4.3. Spain’s example
Spain is the leading golf destination in Mediterranean and Europe. It holds 430 golf courses on which
350,000 active players are playing golf.
Spain's company "Global Golf Company" conducted an interesting analysis of golf tourists arriving to
Spain. They specifically analyzed guests from Germany which are by number right behind UK.
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1. Information regarding Spanish golf tourist:
 30% takes at least one golf trip per year
 67% of golfers declares that golf is primary reason of their travel
 50% of golf travelers are 40-60 years old
 The average expenditure of a golf tourist visiting Spain is 240 € / day, compared to the
ordinary tourist that spends 48 € /day
 An average stay during golf travels in Spain is between 7-9 days
 Tourist golfers in Spain play an average of 5,5 rounds and visit 4 courses
 58% of golf players come back to the courses they visited during their previous golf travel
 A golfer takes advantage of his 8,3 business trips per year to play golf 4,9 times.
2. German golfer in Spain:
 There are more than 700,000 golfers and 730 golf courses in Germany
 65% travels for golf at least once a year (455,000)
 30% comes to play in Spain (210,000)
3. Profile of a German golfer in Spain:
 They are demanding clients, valuing the importance of quality and variety of the golf courses
 They tend to travel in pairs (81%) or in small groups up to 6
 Highly interested in holiday packages
 20% requires golf lesson or a teacher
 Their expenditures are 7 times higher when compared to traditional ''non-golfer'' German
tourist
4. Favorite kind of golf courses for German tourist:
 18 hole golf course
66.3%
 With resort
17.6%
 No preferences
16.0%
 9 hole golf course
0.2%
5. Complementary activities preferred by German golf tourists:
 Beach
67.9%
 Restaurant
42.0%
 Visiting natural and cultural contents 23.9%
 Night activities
22.2%
 Shopping
16.1%
6. Most important factors for a "perfect day of golf" for German golf tourist:
 Good golf course maintenance
9.15%
 Good golf course design
9.09%
 Nice temperature
8.78%
 Professional service&client treatment 8.74%
 Light wind
8.16%
 Well-conceived 19th hole
7.51%
 Good and effective school of golf
6.74%
 Playing tournaments
6.71%
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4.4. Turkish example
Turkey is a Mediterranean golf destination with the fastest rate of growth during last 20 years. For
that reason we have decided to introduce it to a greater detail, using the KPMG analysis. "Turkey –
The Rising Star of Golf" (2015).
The Belek golf cluster
At the beginning of the 1990s, the Turkish Government deemed Belek located east of Antalya as the
ideal site to host the first Turkish golf cluster.
Up until then, Antalya was one of the main "sun and sea" tourist destinations for foreigners visiting
Turkey. Narrow seasonality had a negative effect on the regional economy. Taking into consideration
specific climatic conditions of this region, golf is identified as suitable tourism product that attracts
visitors in spring and autumn months.
This decision was one of the first steps the Turkish Government undertook in order to improve
Turkey's image as a tourism destination. Although its rich cultural heritage and natural beauty was
supposed to allow for a much better positioning, traditionally, Turkey has been perceived as merely a
“summer holiday” mass tourism destination.
However, the development of Belek golf cluster significantly redefined this concept. Today, Belek
operates with 44 coastal resorts with a capacity of 50,000 beds, roughly 75% of Antalya’s supply.
Through the development of golf, Belek has become one of Europe’s most popular golfing
destinations in the span of 25 years.
Antalya was selected by the Government to be developed as a golf tourism destination mainly due to
the following advantages:
- High level of accessibility via the Antalya International Airport, located only 30 kilometers
away from the golf cluster.
- Availability of a large portion of land adjacent to the coast, suitable for the development
of several golf courses.
- Favorable regional climatic conditions which allow for 365 playable golfing days
- Perfect golf conditions in the early spring and late autumn months when golf cannot be
played in numerous European countries.
- Large supply of sweet river water.
Development of Belek golf cluster with extraordinary results
Belek’s first golf club (National Golf Club) opened in 1994. After an initial period of stable-but-slow
growth, it experienced extraordinary growth since 2004. Since then, the number of operating golf
courses and hotels has almost tripled.
Belek now holds 11 resorts with 16 golf courses. These golf courses recorded approximately 513,000
golf rounds in 2014. The record was set in 2011 with 529,000 golf rounds.
The average number of rounds played at an 18-hole golf course is 32,000. This high figure ranks Belek
as one of the top-performing golf destinations in the Mediterranean. More than 98% of the total
rounds played in Belek were green fee rounds.
Demand for golf is mainly generated by German visitors, who account for approx. 36% of the total
rounds played in 2014, followed by UK golfers (27%) and the Scandinavian (15%) golfers.
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The most rounds are being played in March/April and October/November period. During these
months, when compared with the climate of other receptive countries, the climate in Belek is ideal
for golf. We remind that this fact extends the tourist season of hotels in Belek.
With a goal of extending the season and increasing the number of golf rounds, night golf under
illumination is being seriously considered.

Golf demand in Belek cluster by top five
markets (rounds played), 2014
13%

Germany

3%
6%

36%

UK
Scandinava
France

15%

Netherlands
Others

27%

Figure 7: Golf demand in Belek cluster, by markets

Distribution of played golf rounds by months in
Belek cluster
100.000
80.000
60.000
40.000
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0

Distribution of played golf rounds by months in Belek cluster

Figure 8: Distribution of played golf rounds by months in Belek cluster
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Prices
An average price of green fee for 18 holes is € 79 out of season (summer). During the golf season,
green fee is much higher with € 109 (spring, autumn).
Clubs charge 25-30% lower price for a 9 hole round of golf. Price of golf car for 18 holes is € 30-35.
Staff
Various golf contents, courses and golf houses (without hotel) usually operate with an average of 49
employees. This represents 5-15% more staff than in Spain or Portugal. Due to the relatively low cost
of staff, workers are employed year round, without seasonal workers or part-time employees.
Impact on tourism
As previously mentioned, one of the main objectives of the Government was an attempt to reduce
seasonality of Antalya's tourism industry.
Of course, it was successful. Hence, Belek as completely new cluster accounts for approximately 12%
of the total Antalya's tourist arrivals.
The integration of golf tourism with “sun and sea” tourism greatly captures the overview of emissive
markets and seasonal preferences. German and Russian tourists account for 55% of the total arrivals.
While Russians mainly concentrate their trips in the summer months, Germans visit during the spring
and autumn golf peaks.
Same as Germans, tourists from UK and Netherlands also tend to arrive in the main golfing season.
Plans and expectations of golf resorts in Belek
Almost 75% of resorts expects good or excellent 2016 season. Despite their recent opening period
(less than 10 years ago), 70% of clubs are planning to invest in their facilities in near future. In order
to maintain high quality of their facilities, majority of clubs plans to invest in golf houses and
renovation/betterment of their golf courses. From this, we can make two following conclusions:
-

Their operations must be very successful considering they have funds for maintenance
and renovation/betterment
They are determined with a goal of positioning Belek as a leading golf destination in
Europe

Predictions regarding further development of golf supply in Turkey
Golf is very important element in Turkish tourism offerings. According to the Turkish Golf
Association, golf tourists spend nearly € 130 million on golf arrangements in Belek in 2014. On the
global scene, according to IAGTO, golf tourists most often spend on average 120% more than the
ordinary tourists. In Belek for example, golf tourists spend € 1,100 on golf arrangements (7 days, 5.5
rounds), nearly twice as much as the ordinary tourist's average while in Turkey.
Analyzing 20 leading emissive golf markets which consume 75% of the arrivals to Belek, we come to
the following data:
- Arriving from the mentioned markets, around 200,000 golfers regularly comes to Belek
- Stated market of the West Europe counts millions of golfers, which represents priceless
potential.
Being aware of these facts, Turkish Government, together with private investors and Turkish Golf
Association, definitely continues with the development of golf cluster in Turkey. New projects are
continually being planned and realized. Government has already decided and reserved several new
areas for development of golf, especially on the Aegean Sea.
As a part of the long term strategy, they are planning to construct golf resorts in the existing and
newly established tourism areas. With that, they are planning to satisfy an increasing demand. In
addition, they want to include domestic golf demand (currently relatively small) in the given demand.
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5. GOLF TOURISM IN CROATIA
5.1. Croatian golf in numbers
Croatia holds 5 golf courses: GLK Zagreb (27 holes), GC Adriatic – Savudrija (18 holes), GK Brijuni (18
holes), GLK Dolina Kardinala – Krašid (18), GK Sveti Martin (9). It also has three quality Golf Centers:
GK Split – Stobreč (6 holes), GK Ban Jelačid – Zaprešid (3), Ilok (3) and a number of practice facilities:
Umag, Tar, Poreč, Rovinj, Pula, Medulin, Krasica, Samobor, Zmajevac – Baranja.
There are around 1,500 golfers in Croatia, of which 1,000 are registered in 15 golf clubs and 4
associations, members of the Croatian Golf Association. The remaining 500 are members of another
10 or so clubs which are solely a part of recreational golf.
Croatian Golf Association is a rightful member of Croatian Olympic Committee (HOO), European Golf
Association (EGA) and International Golf Federation (IGF). With its golfers, it regularly participates on
all relevant European and World Championships in many categories: gentlemen, ladies, juniors and
seniors.
5.2. Humble beginnings of golf tourism
An interesting fact is that Croatian golf tourism began nearly 100 years ago. It was amongst first
golfing countries in Europe. During 20’s and 30’s of the previous century, there were an admirable
number of players visiting golf course on Brijuni and Ičidi.
Brijuni
Golf returned to Croatia with reconstruction of The Old Golf Course on Brijuni. Even though this golf
course currently does not satisfy the basic golf standards, it is very interesting to numerous visitors
due to its unique beauty and environmental preservation.
This golf course is an excellent example of profitable investment in golf. Humble funds were invested
in the reconstruction of 9 holes in 1992 (€ 20,000), and witnessed multiplied returns in only few
years. Same holds true for the extension-reconstruction of second 9 holes in 2002. Good number of
guests arrives to Brijuni since golf is their primary or secondary reason of arrival.
Nonetheless it is a non-standard course, direct revenues are around 300,000 kn annually. Expenses
are only 50 %, around 150,000 kn. Annually, they sell around 1,000 green fees (daily rounds of golf)
and around 40 seasonal green fees.
However, we most highlight that secondary and tertiary revenues are at least three times as much.
Those are guests which reside in hotels and villas on Brijuni and have their own jachts. Furthermore,
there are golf house revenues, golf carts and bicycle rentals, etc. It is estimated that golf brings
around one million kuna to Brijuni. The best months are May, June and September. Of course, Brijuni
operates all year round. This proves the contribution which golf brings outside the usual prevailing
summer season in Croatia.
Adriatic Savudrija
The best indicator of what golf tourism may represent for Croatian tourism is an example of Golf
Course Adriatic in Savudrija.
Firstly, since its opening in 2009, the number of green fees substantially increases. It will reach
around 25,000 green fees in 2015, which is a good number even for the best Mediterranean resorts.
Solely from golf, annual revenues are around € 1 to 1.2 million. Expenses are € 100 to € 200,000
lower than revenues. These numbers are again, ordinary for Mediterranean resorts.
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Again nonetheless, contribution of golf in secondary and tertiary revenues is substantial. This is
usually generated by golfers and their family members. They most commonly reside in the nearby
hotel Kempinski, or in Skiper villas and apartments, other hotels and private accommodations in
surrounding. They eat in numerous restaurants and local taverns, purchasing excellent wines, olive
oils, truffles, prosciutto, cheese, etc. By doing so, golfers contribute to the cluster with another € 2-3
million.
Same as Brijuni, the golf course in Savudrija proves the possibility of exceptional year round
operation. It runs the entire year, and often it is hard to find an available tee time in the middle of
the winter. Of course, during a beautiful day!
Croatia as emissive market
As a humble emissive market of around 1,500 golfers, it is interesting to observe the development of
departures as a golf tourism travels abroad. We used the data of leading Tour Operator for golf
arrangements in Croatia – Lily tours from Varaždin.
1. Number of arrangements:
- 2008. : 15
- 2009. : 27
- 2010. : 45
- 2011. : 65
- 2012. : 75
- 2013. : 89
- 2014. : 100
- 2015. : 140

2. Average number of people per arrangement: 8 people
3. Average cost of arrangement: € 1,000
4. Most common destinations:
- Turkish Antalya : Sueno, Cornelia Diamond & Deluxe, Maxx Royal
- Portugal : Quinta da Marinha,Oitavos Dunes , Pestana Sintra )
- Spain : Costa del Sol – Parador Malaga, Palma de Mallorca ( Iberostar Son Antem )
5. Number of days per arrangement: mostly 7 days (90x), smaller share of 5 days (15x, Portugal) and 10
days – New Years Eve (35x)
6. Percentage of Croatian golfers which travel abroad via arrangements: 20%
7. Number of arranged travels per golfer per year: once to twice
We estimate the same additional number of arrangements used by golfers among the other agencies,
tour operators or self-arrangements.
Besides traveling via these arrangements, at least 50% of active Croatian golfers often travel within
Croatia or to neighboring countries (Slovenia, Italy, Austria, Hungary).
Hence, 200-300 golfers travel at least once a month, usually every weekend, to play golf outside their
place of residence.
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5.3. Strategy for tourism development of Republic of Croatia until 2020
The development of golf tourism takes an important place in the "Strategy for tourism development
of Republic of Croatia until 2020" which was adopted by the Republic in mid-2013.
Firstly, golf, as additional, newer and high quality tourism product, is mentioned or elaborated on in
8 different places in the Strategy (pg. 9, 20, 34, 35, 41, 42, 68, 80, 87) out of 89 pages.
In the initial analysis, the Study notes lack of golf offerings in Croatian tourism, as is the need for its
immediate implementation (pg. 9 and 20). Then, the Study elaborates on encouragement for the
construction of golf projects by regions in Croatia (pg. 35). An article 5.2.1.6. Golf Tourism, the
strategy for development of golf tourism is being elaborated on. Thereafter, "Action plan for
development of golf offerings in 2013 and 2014" is being elaborated (pg. 68 and pg. 80 art. 17).
At the end are numbered the existing and future golf facilities by "clusters" all over Croatia.
We are also separating some sections of the Strategy regarding "Golf Tourism" as one of the key
segments for the "Development of tourism offerings":
1. Desired position in 2020
Golf offering significantly adds to the attractiveness, better occupancy of the existing accommodative
capacities and stronger competitiveness of tourism sector for investment, in relation to the other
sports-recreational contents and offerings. Accordingly, Croatia will build 30 high quality golf courses
of mainly "recreational" character, and in smaller part of "competitive" character", including golf
courses with a "signature" of the widely known global golf architects organized in a number of
regional clusters. Quality will be reflected in professionally designed and environmentally "aware"
courses blended in the developed accommodation offerings, including top-notch "brand" hotels with
accompanying contents such as eno-gastronomy, wellness and thalassotherapy. Environmentally
sensitive courses designed in accordance with the natural landscape are distinguishable and
differentiating attribute of new golf offerings in Croatia.
2. New construction

-

Golf offerings are developed in clusters (around 5 golf courses, while always keeping the
distance between the two of not more than 1 hour drive);
Golf clusters are being planned in the easily accessible areas with suitable climate, well
equipped infrastructure and in proximity of larger touristic &/or urbanistic agglomerations
Special attention is dedicated to the ecological sustainability (i.e. preferring devastated
areas, limiting construction in protected areas with limited water accessibility, restraining
from invasive interventions into space and landscape, etc.)

3. Golf offering development models
-

-

Golf courses without commercial accommodative objects – courses are built in proximity
of existing commercial accommodative supply, and are thus independent (public) sports
complexes within which it is possible to construct usual accompanying facilities on a
smaller scale.
Hotel resort projects with golf – hotel complexes which are being built on the area of
planned tourism zones, and besides the other contents, they include golf in the offerings.
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Specialization is possible, that is, positioning of selected hotel complexes as integrated
golf resorts
Golf courses with existing accommodative objects – courses are being built in the areas of
planned zones of sport and recreation with the possibility of constructing accommodative
objects in construction-contact zones, in order to ensure the overall return on investment
and existence of supply and demand.

4. Prioritized activities of product development
-

-

-

Creation of Action plan for development of golf offering;
Inventarization of state/city land suitable for development of golf (also inclusively as
zone of sport and recreation), an integral view of the planned sites, selection of
prioritized areas. Prioritized locations are determined on the basis of revised spatial
plans. After the site(s) is being selected, preparation, that is, creation and collection of
the project documentation is being done in order to attract investors. Desirably, the
creation of project documentation should be done by clusters;
Simplification of law procedures and facilitation of processes for acquiring permits
necessary for the construction of golf courses as a sports-recreational area, such that the
forest land is used for golf course and not conversed into construction land, then
facilitation of the procedure for acquiring the right to use state land. Conversion of forest
land into construction land is carried out in the section intended for buildings;
Initiation of program intended for familiarizing the public about golf tourism
characteristics

Strategy nicely identified the importance of golf tourism development and defined the guidelines for
its development. Unfortunately, Government and competent Ministry did very little for the initiation
of the program. Moreover, Action plan was supposed to be finished by the end of 2013. However,
according to the information available to us, it is still not carried out !

SYSTEM OF TOURISM PRODUCTS












PORTFOLIO MATRIX OF
CROATIAN TOURISM PRODUCTS

"Sun and sea"
Nautical tourism
Health tourism
Cultural tourism
Business tourism
Golf tourism
Cycling tourism
Eno and gastro tourism
Rural and mountain tourism
Sports and adventure tourism

 Other relevant products (eco,
youth and social tourism

Figure 9: System of tourism products, Portfolio matrix of Croatian tourism products
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5.4. Strengths – Weaknesses / Opportunities – Threats
The below SWOT analysis of Croatian golf tourism we stated strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and threats.

STRENGHTS













WEAKNESSES











ecological preservation of nature
clean sea
human potential
undeveloped
rich cultural-historical heritage
proximity of emissive markets
suitable climate
affirmation on the tourism market
long tradition of tourism
safety of the destination
quality gastronomic offerings
geographical position

OPPORTUNITIES










population uneducated about golf tourism
bad public image of golf
prejudice on environmental impact of golf
quality of accommodation capacities
unresolved property relations
unregulated property ownership
road infrastructure
seasonality of tourism operations
administrative obstacles
insufficient quality staff for golf tourism
related work

THREATS

attracting foreign investors
betterment of road infrastructure
betterment of image of the destination
betterment of the quality of tourism products
extending the tourism season
stronger promotional activities on the existing
emissive markets
presenting spatial plans
connecting golf tourism with others, already
established forms of tourism
availability of space for golf course
construction














uncontrolled development
overconstruction
potential influence on environment
involvement of politics
loss of frequent guests
loss of control over resources
corruption
political circumstances and threats
loss of local identity
degradation of the perception of security
recession at the emissive markets
sudden development in competitive
countries

Figure 10: SWOT analysis of Croatian golf
Sources: adjusted by author, 1. I. Herak, Economic Justification of investment in golf tourism
2. Zoran Jeremid, Golf Tourism: Challenges and perspectives of
development
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6. CONCLUSION
For conclusion we will use the most recent KPMG analysis: Golf Tourism Growth Trends (2015)
During last several decades, golf recorded significant growth. In the same manner, golf tour
operators are adjusting their offerings to increasing number of golfers with wider range of demands
and desires. Golf attracts tens of millions of tourists around the world, regardless if golf is primary or
secondary reason for travel.
Revenues from golf tourism are not only direct (green fees, driving range, golf academy, equipment,
golf carts), they multiply with revenues from numerous services (travels, hotels and other
accommodative types, restaurants, rent-a-car, airlines, shops, entertainment, etc.).
KPMG Golf Advisory Practice recently completed this analysis amongst numerous golf tour operators
around the world. Therefore it recorded fresh new data which are showing the latest trends of golf
tourism development. Primarily, they compared the relationship between 2013 and 2014 and found
the following:
Number of golf travels substantially rose in 2014, when compared with 2013. 80% of the surveyed
tour operators recorded an increase in 2014. 9% recorded same operations while 11% lower
performance. These results indicate continual growth since 2011 and recovery after the crisis.

Increase of golf arrangements in 2014 in
relation to 2013 (KPMG 2015)
45%
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Figure 11: Increase of golf arrangements in 2014 in relation to 2013 (KPMG 2015)

As in the recent years, length of golf travel is most commonly between 4 to 7 days. Last year (2014)
recorded an increase in length of travels. Accordingly, the trend of spending among golfers rose
together with the extended stay.
43% of the surveyed stated that arrangement prices rose in 2014, while 50% reported mostly
identical prices as the year before. Leading golf destinations – Spain and Portugal witnessed highest
increase in prices. UAE and USA also recorded an increase.
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Still remaining as the main factors for destination selection are: accessibility via direct flights, price of
packages, quality of the golf course, quality of accommodation and golf house, and other
accompanying contents.
While Spain and Portugal remain as the most popular golf destinations, new "hot spot" destinations
have emerged: South Africa, Morocco, UAE, Thailand, Vietnam, Bulgaria and Turkey. Traditionally,
forever popular are USA and Scotland.
Most common global golf travelers are still from Great Britain and USA, even though they commonly
travel domestically. Following close behind are golfers from Sweden, Germany and Denmark.
Reservations are usually being done via phone (46%), internet (32%) or in person (22%).
50 % of reservations are made 1-6 months prior to travel date, 40% more than 6 months prior
(usually group travels) and 10% within one month of the travel date.
Analysis showed that 2014 was very successful for golf tour operators. Number of travels increased,
the length of stay and expenditures also increase. Golf tourists increasingly tend to explore new,
untraditional destinations.
Most active golf travelers still come from affluent nations with long golf tradition: Great Britain, USA,
Canada, Scandinavia and Germany.
Continued positive trend is being expected in golf tourism in the upcoming years.
(the end of citation)
Croatia – the nearest Mediterranean golf destination
Croatia with its position, climate, avio and road accessibility, natural and cultural beauties and
admirable tourism infrastructure and tradition, maneuvers with outstanding potential to become the
nearest Mediterranean golf destination.
We all agree that Croatian tourism with the development of golf contents will extent what is now
short season, it will raise the quality of tourism, the image of destination, it will gain quality guests
with high spending power, and of course, significantly raise revenues in tourism.
It is almost a deadline for all participants to truly start working on the preparation and realization of
golf contents. All responsible, from local to state level should stop protecting their own positions
since they are afraid of being threatened since golf has a negative image in Croatia. They have to
unite with potential investors (domestic and foreign), golf experts and Croatian Golf Association and
systemically continue the realization of program which is well defined in the "Strategy for
development of tourism in Republic of Croatia until 2020". Again with united forces, wrong image of
golf needs to be corrected in Croatia. To stop the untruthful and action of softly said "questionable
motives" of some associations and groupations.
Croatia is unforgiveably falling behind the global, and especially Mediterranean competitive tourism
destinations. If we want to take our position on the global market, same as realize planned revenues,
which are stated in the Strategy until 2020, without golf tourism, that will surely not be possible.
Why are we still waiting and wondering?
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CONTACT:
Dražen Slamar
D.S. GOLF j.d.o.o.
I. Mažuranida 33
10290 Zaprešid
Croatia
ds.golf@pu.t-com.hr
+ 385 (0) 98/ 577 – 867
www.dsgolf.hr

Splitska 5
52100 Pula
Croatia

Croatian Golf Association
Trg Krešimira Dosida 11
10000 Zagreb
Croatia
www.golfportal.hr

Associates in creation of lecture "Golf Tourism":

Tourist agency "LILY TOURS" Varaždin is since 2007 specialized in golf arrangements. Considering it is
the only Croatian agency in IAGTO (International Association of Golf Tour Operators), it has an access
to the best and the most quality golf offerings in the world, thus allowing their golfers to use the
most adequate and cheapest service.
Even though Croatian golf market is limited, it recognized the agency as its good partner and
organizer of golf trips – and number of golfers traveling with "Lily Tours" is rising each year. It is
valuable to note that its clients and golfers clients are from all of the Ex-Yu countries.
Vanja Golf d.o.o.,
Brade Ilid 26
52212 Fažana
098 / 245-204
vanja79.vn@gmail.com
Services : golf lessons, trainings, organization, consulting, playing golf on Brijuni
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